Trauma Hospital seeking inpatient OT - $23,000 Bonus!
Top rated Acute Care Hospital in Texas
Leader in electronic medical records & new processes of delivering care more efficiently

JOB OVERVIEW:
- >350 Acute Care beds
- Acute Care Hospital is on a large medical campus with the Rehab Hospital, plus multiple specialty buildings
- Therapist cross training – serve all floors of the hospital including ICU, post orthopedic surgery, spine center, general/med, cardiology, oncology, neurology, wound healing, trauma surgery, pediatrics, etc – The Rehab Team is highly respected throughout this hospital
- Outstanding mentorship!!
- Team driven environment; work closely with PTs treating the same patient – there is a lot of interdisciplinary teamwork to achieve the best patient outcomes
- Continuing Education is huge here; regularly bring in speakers/courses and also financially support therapists to attend outside continuing education
- Very low turnover in the department
- There is a total of ~ 30 inpatient therapists and ~40 outpatient therapists
- Outstanding Director of Rehab who is very much in touch with the therapists and department; a positive person with effective leadership – open to new ideas, people and moral issues!

COMPENSATION PACKAGE:
- $32-$51/hour
- $23,000 Bonus
- Full Benefits Package
- Annual continuing education dollars per therapist
- Onsite Interview Expenses paid for – includes flights, rental car, and hotel

LOCATION: Not a huge metropolitan, but has all the amenities of one
This highly-rated city in Texas is fabulous with an abundance of outdoor recreation and culture. There are water recreational activities, skiing, fishing, and golf. City has downtown amenities with performing arts, museums, galleries, cultural exhibits, zoo, and fine dining. It is a clean and energetic city.

For details and/or consideration email resume to patty@clinipost.com
CLINIPOST www.clinipost.com Patty Wyatt 972-265-7930

CLINIPOST partners with the country's consistently top ranked leading institutions. The focus is on direct-hire, permanent placement for staff to the highest managerial levels. Our success is credited to a deep understanding of people, culture, and organizational dynamics. Confidentiality is maintained, and ethics are uncompromising.
Seeking a full-time Occupational Therapist for 100% Rehab Hospital
Open to New Grads – Mentorship with 6 other OTs!
Location: Pacific States
State-of-the-art Rehab Hospital with high number of Neuro and Stroke patients
Fully accredited and routinely recognized for medical excellence

This organization focuses on Pay, Benefits, & Incentives along with Staff Development & Growth, plus Employee Engagement and Communication

JOB OVERVIEW:

- Serving Adults; preselected from the Acute Care Hospital and able to tolerate 3 hours or more of therapy - - these patients were healthy prior to being admitted in the Acute Care Hospital. These patients had a catastrophe that brought them to the acute care hospital.
- **Average patient stay in the Rehab Hospital is 11 days**; some are here only 5-6 days. 90% of the Rehab Hospital patients go home from here.
- Rehab Hospital is equipped with 10,000 sq. ft. therapeutic gym & hall recreation gym area
- Rehab Hospital has a full independent living apartment
  - Patients can be taken out of their rehab hospital bed and put in the apartment overnight to evaluate how they would do if discharged
- Additional ADL Rooms: kitchen, large bathrooms, beautiful courtyard w/putting green, etc
- Community outings in hospital van with patients to practice grocery store, etc...and home evaluations to see how they would do if discharged
- Benefit from working with 6 other OTs; share your ideas, discuss ongoing professional education, and for new grads there is mentorship from experienced OTs
- Team Driven Environment with Multi-Disciplinary Teams
- Dedicated to quality and individual one-on-one treatment
- Use current research for developing patient plans
- Electronic Documentation -- Full-Time M-F Day Shift

COMPENSATION PACKAGE:

- **Salary up to ~ $110,000 / year**
- **Generous Relocation Package** - they make sure they provide you with what you need!
- **Full Benefits Package with 401 (K)**
- **Additional Sign On Bonus** - $5,000
- **Annual Education Loan Reimbursement for your previous tuition loans**
- **Annual continuing education dollars per therapist (~$2,000)**
- **Onsite Interview Expenses paid for** - includes flights, rental car, and hotel

PACIFIC STATES LOCATION:  Seeking outdoor enthusiasts!!
For those who enjoy sports & activities in nature and wilderness areas including hiking, mountain biking, trails for long distance cycling, running trails, nearby snow skiing, cross-country skiing, & snowboarding - plus within 1.5 hour drive to Pacific Coast. All of this with the amenities of a large metropolitan city – restaurants, nightlife, coffee shops, malls – this area has it all!

For details and/or consideration email resume to patty@clinipost.com

CLINIPOST www.clinipost.com  Patty Wyatt 972-265-7930
State-of-the-art Outpatient Clinic dedicated to Hand Therapy
Staffed by certified hand therapists!
Rare opportunity to mentor with 3 CHT!!

Seeking an experienced Occupational or Physical Therapist/Hand and Upper Extremity
Pacific States location
Certified Hand Therapist preferred, but not required if you have experience – for those seeking to get your CHT this is a very unique opportunity to work with 3 CHTs

Join a comprehensive medical center

This organization focuses on Pay, Benefits, & Incentives along with Staff Development & Growth, plus Employee Engagement and Communication

Job Overview:
- Serving primarily Adults
- Dedicated to quality and individual one-on-one treatment
- Use current research for developing patient plans
- **Shoulder, arm and hand**
- Electronic Documentation
- Team Driven Environment with Multi-Disciplinary Teams - share your ideas and mix with people from other disciplines
- Therapists are actively involved in ongoing professional education
- Full-Time Day Shift 8:00am-6:00pm

COMPENSATION PACKAGE:
- Salary up to ~ $110,000 / year
- Generous Relocation Package - they make sure they provide you with what you need!
- Full Benefits Package
- Additional Sign On Bonus - $5,000
- Annual Education Loan Reimbursement for your previous school loans
- Annual continuing education dollars per therapist (~$2,000), plus, the department keeps abreast of current trends and new treatments
- Onsite Interview Expenses paid for - includes flights, rental car, and hotel

PACIFIC STATES LOCATION: Seeking outdoor enthusiasts!!
For those who enjoy sports and activities in nature and wilderness areas including hiking, mountain biking, trails for long distance cycling, running trails, nearby snow skiing, cross-country skiing, & snowboarding - plus short drive to the Pacific Coast. All of this plus the amenities of a large metropolitan city – restaurants, nightlife, coffee shops, malls – this area has it all!

For details and/or consideration email resume to patty@clinipost.com
CLINIPOST www.clinipost.com Patty Wyatt 972-265-7930

CLINIPOST partners with the country's consistently top ranked leading institutions. The focus is on direct-hire, permanent placement for staff to the highest managerial levels. Our success is credited to a deep understanding of people, culture, and organizational dynamics. Confidentiality is maintained, and ethics are uncompromising.
Occupational Therapist - Wyoming
Mix of Outpatient & Inpatient Acute, plus small amount skilled nursing

Busy clinic in mountainous Wyoming location with excellent kayaking - a lot of scenic, recreational kayaking plus technically challenging kayaking - beautiful place to hike and run – with local marathons too

HIGHLIGHTS:

- Quality job --- see ~10 patients per day - one on one
- Set Schedule - M-F - 8-4
- Reports to a Director of Rehab
- Broad patient cases and ages
- MENTORSHIP from OTs
- Paperless Documentation

COMPENSATION:

- Salary Range starts at $31-$32/hour for new grads and is higher for those experienced
- Sign On Bonus
- Relocation Package
- Annual Continuing Education offered plus paid days off to attend
- Onsite Interview Expenses Paid
- Full Benefits Package

Mountainous Wyoming LOCATION: Busy therapy clinic in a small community setting

- Great place to live, work, and play
- Beautiful blue skies in a safe, friendly community
- Mountainous location with a lot of outdoor activities which include hiking, rock climbing, mountain climbing, rafting, camping, biking -- area sports include football, soccer, baseball, skating.
- Very active and young community
- Unique shopping and dining
- Outstanding school district with a strong curriculum

For details and/or consideration email resume to patty@clinipost.com

CLINIPOST  www.clinipost.com  Patty Wyatt 972-265-7930

CLINIPOST partners with the country's consistently top ranked leading institutions. The focus is on direct-hire, permanent placement for staff to the highest managerial levels. Our success is credited to a deep understanding of people, culture, and organizational dynamics. Confidentiality is maintained, and ethics are uncompromising.